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A(1x10)

1. What is the status of the nation-state in globalization?
a. There is no threat to its existence
b. The nation-state is becoming extinct
c. The nation-state is renewing itself to face the challenges posed by the subnational and supranational

forces of globalization
d. The nation-state is getting stronger in the globalized world

2. Who conceptualized the idea of the multi-directional flows of images, people, goods, ideas and money
in globalization?

a. Arjun Appadurai
b. Manuel Castells
c. Saskia Sassen
d. Roland Robertson

3. What is cultural imperialism?
a. Exchange of cultures
b. Clash of cultures
c. Reification of cultures
d. Promoting a more powerful culture over a less powerful or desirable culture

4. What has not been the result of IMF interventions in the national economy?
a. Gradual autonomy of indigenous economies
b. Premature capital market
c. Crony capitalism
d. Escalated debts and bankruptcies of national economies

5. How is the world divided according to Immanuel Wallerstein?
a. The metropolis and the colony
b. Global north and Global south
c. Asia, Africa, North America, South America, Antarctica, Europe, and Australia
d. Core, Semi-periphery, and Periphery

6. What is media imperialism?
a. Censorship
b. Monopoly of ownership of media
c. Manipulation of media
d, Mass media of one country subjected to domination of another country

7. How does David Held conceptualize the opinion on globalization?
a. He sees a debate between the sceptics and the hyper-globalizers
b. He predicts the end of the nation-state and the rise of cities
c. He talks about time-space compression
d. He conceptualizes the world as a global village
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8. Technological determinism means:
a. Technologization of the world
b. Role of technologies in human existence
c. The idea that a switchover from one technology brings about a corresponding change in society
d. Progress in Technology

9. What is the CNN effect?
a. Ability of the media to get pop artists to organize charity shows
b. Ability of the media to shape public opinion at home and put pressure on governments
c. Ability of American television to get US government to Intervene In the affairs of other nations
d. Ability of American television to shape foreign policy and international relations

10. Homogenization has ironically led to the emergence of
a. An increasing fragmentation of the world
b. The rise of global terrorism
c. Deep reactions to capitalist consumerism
d. A resurgence of ethnic identities

B

Write short notes on any two of the following in not more than 200 words (5 x2)

a. Complex Connectivity
b. Nation vs Nation state
c. World system theory
d. News as Infotainment
e. Media Imperialism
f. Soft Power
g. Digital Divide

c

Answer anyone of the following in not more than 400 words (1Ox1)

1. Some people have always moved; everyone is on the move today. How is the present wave of
movement different from those in the past?

2. Coolies slaved from colonial masters; cybercoolies slave for transnational corporations. How has labour
from the developing world been incorporated into circuits of capital?

3. The nation state is alive and kicking. Do you agree?

4. Digital equality is a myth rather than a reality. Discus~ with reference to India.


